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Still Life
For reasons which elude me, I find the appearances and visual aesthetics 
of inanimate subjects to be more interesting than those of living things.

Maybe it’s because still life (ironic as this name may be) can be 
entirely devoid of life energy, whereas a person or animal—to varying 
extents—controls its own actions and therefore continually modifies its 
appearance.

All things we experience are made of matter, as are we. But the 
immensely divergent properties of the resulting ways in which matter is 
manifested is astounding. The interaction of matter and light produces 
an incredible diversity of visual properties, many of which we are able to 
see and, ultimately, capture as an image.

I find this whole concept at once mysterious and incredibly compelling. 
Why does something look the way it does? Do we all see things the same 
way? Why do some objects attract an individual’s attention and inspire 
interest, while others are boring?

This collection of still life imagery represents an intermediate step 
toward what I consider true abstraction. Somewhere between narrative 
and pure subjectivity, each of these scenes provide a certain amount of 
information while simultaneously inspiring further contemplation.



Mezzaluna e Melagrane 

1



Strung Up 

2



Leftovers

3



Baia Sprie 

4



Forms and Curves 

5



Ungated

6



Here’s Looking at You 

7



Cretin

8



Stack

9



Hull

10



Belted Out 

11



Caught Up in You 

12



Purposed

13



Traces

14



Unnoticed

15



Fractional

16



Duct Taped Everything 

17



Coming Away 

18



Bunting

19



Sense of Security 

20



The Spot 

21



GeoMetro

22



Sectional

23



Material World 

24



Blue Chair 

25



Timeless

26



Triad

27



Contrasts

28



Alrighty Then! 

29



Hope Springs Eternal 

30



Emergence

31



Slice of Seville 

32



Crete Pots 

33



Deep Within the Castle 

34



Transept Vault 

35



The Ravages of Time 

36



New Beginnings 

37



Old Friends 

38



Out of Time 

39



The Morning After 

40



Leftovers

41



Holbav

42



Purpose

43



Breb

44



Natural Friends 

45



Thwack!

46



Touch

47



Optic Nerve 

48



Components

49



Don’t Tell Me What to Do 

50



Mental Environ 

51



Fit for Purpose 

52



Why Not? 

53



Interested Party 

54



Through and Through 

55



Whatever

56



Layer Upon Layer 

57



Taos Peppers 

58



Tense Intent 

59



Buttoned Up 

60



Dropped from a Height 

61



Forms and Functions 

62



Which Way Now? 

63



Nathaniel Coalson ARPS ASICIP

Nat Coalson (b. 1970) is an American-British photographic artist based 
in England and working internationally. He works primarily in fine art 
photography and mixed-media based on photography. His work has 
been published and exhibited widely, received numerous awards and is 
held in private and corporate collections around the world.

Nat’s visual art is inspired by curiosity, exploration and discovery. The 
imagery is intended to investigate the boundaries of consciousness, 
perception and subjective response, thus inspiring imagination, 
encouraging contemplation and inviting individual interpretation. Many 
of Nat’s photographs are visual fictions, appearing to show things other 
than what they actually are; this is art that challenges each viewer to think 
for themselves.

Each photograph is created in-camera, with only minimal post-processing. 
Finished works are produced in a wide range of sizes and on a variety 
of substrates, including canvas, metal, wood, acrylic and fabric. Nat 
also creates original mixed media works by hand-embellishing prints on 
canvas using transparent acrylic and texturing gels.

Throughout the process, each work of photographic art is designed with 
the intention to serve as beautiful, unique décor for contemporary interiors.
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